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Abstract. In the literature, various supervised learning approaches have been
adopted to address the task of emotion classification. However, the performance
of these approaches greatly suffers when the size of the labeled data is limited. In
this paper, we tackle this challenge from a cross-lingual sensoria where the
labeled data in a resource-rich language (i.e., English in this study) is employed
to improve the emotion classification performance in a resource-poor language
(i.e., Chinese in this study). Specifically, we first use machine translation ser-
vices to eliminate the language gap between Chinese and English data and then
propose a joint learning framework to leverage both Chinese and English data,
which develops auxiliary representations from several auxiliary emotion clas-
sification tasks. Furthermore, in our joint learning approach, we introduce an
attention mechanism to capture informative words. Empirical studies demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed approach to emotion classification.
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1 Introduction

Emotion classification aims to determine the involving emotion within a piece of text.
With the tremendous growth of social media, such as Twitter and Facebook, emotion
classification has drawn more and more attention. In the last decade, emotion classi-
fication has been proved to be invaluable in many applications, such as stock markets
[1], online chat [2] and news classification [3].

Conventional approaches to emotion classification mainly conceptualize the task as
a supervised learning problem where sufficient labeled data is essential for training the
model. However, in most scenarios, the annotated corpus for emotion classification is
scarce, and to obtain such labeled data is extremely costly and time-consuming. Some
previous studies tackle this challenge by applying semi-supervised technique to make
use of unlabeled data. For instance, Liu et al. [3] propose a co-training algorithm to
improve the performance of emotion classification by leveraging the information in the
unlabeled data. Li et al. [4] propose a two-view label propagation approach to emotion
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classification by exploiting two views, namely source text and response text in a label
propagation algorithm (Fig. 1).

Instead of semi-supervised learning, we focus on addressing this issue from a cross-
lingual view. On one hand, Chinese emotion corpus is limited but many English
emotion corpora are freely available. On the other, the emotion involved in a given text
may not be learned in an exact manner with the representation in Chinese. However, if
we translate it into English, it becomes easier to determine the emotion. For instance, in
E1, due to the lack of Chinese emotion corpus, “ ” may not exist in the training
set so that it cannot be correctly classified. But if we translate this word into English,
i.e., “big sale”, then we can leverage English emotion corpus to make up for this.
Similarly, in E2, “ ” is a Chinese idiom, which is difficult for machine to
understand. However, if we translate it into English, i.e., “an unsettled state of mind”,
the emotion expressed by this phrase can be understood more easily.

In this study, we propose a joint learning framework, namely, Aux-LSTM-
Attention, which learns simultaneously from the labeled data from both resource-poor
and resource-rich languages. First, machine translation services are used to translate
Chinese emotion corpus into English corpus and also translate English emotion corpus
into Chinese corpus. Then, we view the emotion classification task with original Chinese
emotion corpus as a main task and the emotion classification tasks with additional
corpora as auxiliary tasks. To perform joint learning, we share neural network layers
from the auxiliary tasks into the main task. Consequently, the main task learns the
emotion classification by using the knowledge from both the main and auxiliary tasks
through the layer sharing. Furthermore, we utilize an attention mechanism [5, 6] to
aggregate the representation of informative words into a vector for emotion prediction.
Empirical studies demonstrate that the proposed joint learning approach significantly
outperforms several baseline approaches to emotion classification.

The remainder of this paper is organized as followed. Section 2 gives a brief
overview of related work. Section 3 proposes our joint learning framework on emotion
classification with both resource-poor and resource-rich corpora. Section 4 evaluates
the proposed approach before presenting the concluding remarks in Sect. 5.

E1: 
Original: 
Translation: There's a big sale on today! Let’s go shopping.
E2: 
Original: 
Translation: Recently, I'm always in an unsettled state of mind.

Fig. 1. Some examples in Chinese emotion corpus with their English translations
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2 Related Work

2.1 Cross-Lingual Sentiment Classification

Sentiment analysis is the field of analyzing people’s opinions, sentiments, attitudes and
emotions from the text they have published [7]. In previous studies, conventional
approaches to sentiment analysis mainly focus on sufficient labeled data [8]. However,
in most scenarios, there is insufficient labeled data and to manually label reliable corpus
is not a trivial task. Cross-lingual addresses this issue in sentiment classification from a
cross-language view.

Over the last decades, there has been a proliferation of work exploring various
aspects of cross-lingual sentiment classification. Mihalcea et al. [9] generate resources
for subjectivity annotations for a new language, by leveraging resources and tools
available for English. Wan [10] uses machine translation services to eliminate the
language gap between Chinese corpus and English corpus. Chinese features and
English features are considered to be two independent views of the classification
problem and a co-training algorithm is employed to make use of unlabeled Chinese
data. Balamurali et al. [11] use WordNet synset identifiers as features of a supervised
classifier. They leverage the linked WordNets of two languages to bridge the language
gap. Prettenhofer and Stein [12] introduce the structural correspondence learning
algorithm to learn a map between the source language and the target language. More
recently, Zhou et al. [13] propose a bilingual document representation learning method
for cross-lingual sentiment classification which directly learns the vector representation
for documents in different languages.

Unlike all above studies, this work focuses on cross-lingual emotion classification.
Compared to cross-lingual sentiment classification, cross-lingual emotion classification
is more challenging due to the fact that the sentiment categories in two languages are
the same while the emotion taxonomies in two languages might be different.

2.2 Emotion Classification

Our work is also related to emotion classification. Tokuhisa et al. [14] propose a data-
oriented method for inferring the emotion of an utterance sentence in a dialog system.
Bhowmick et al. [15] present a method for classifying news sentences into multiple
emotion categories using multi-label KNN classification technique. Xu et al. [16]
propose a coarse-to-fine analysis strategy for emotion classification which takes sim-
ilarities to sentences in training set as well as adjacent sentences in the context into
consideration. Yang et al. [17] introduce an Emotion-aware LDA model to build a
domain-specific lexicon for predefined emotions. Felbo et al. [18] show how millions
of readily available emoji occurrences on Twitter can be used to pertrain models to
learn a richer emotional representation than traditionally obtained through distant
supervision.

Unlike all above studies, our work is the first attempt to apply cross-lingual in
emotion classification.
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3 Our Approach

3.1 Machine Translation

In this section, we propose our joint learning approach to perform joint learning with
both resource-poor and resource-rich data. In this study, we assume that Chinese is the
resource-poor language and it has only a few labeled samples. English is the resource-
rich language and it has many more labeled samples. In order to overcome the language
gap, we translate one language into the other language with a machine translation tool.
Specifically, we adopt Baidu Translate1 for both English-to-Chinese translation and
Chinese-to-English translation. Figure 2 shows the general framework of the machine
translation in the training phase. We translate the labeled Chinese emotion corpus into
English to set up a translated English view and translate English emotion corpus into
Chinese to establish a translated Chinese view.

3.2 The Main Emotion Classification Task

Figure 3 illustrates the overall architecture of our Aux-LSTM-Attention approach
which contains a main task and three auxiliary tasks. Specially, we consider the
emotion classification task with original Chinese emotion corpus as the main task and
the emotion classification tasks with other corpora as auxiliary tasks. The main idea of
the proposed approach is to employ some auxiliary representations learned from the
auxiliary tasks to assist the performance of the main task. Note that not all words
contribute equally to representing the meaning of a post. Hence, instead of simply

Labeled 
Chinese 
Emotion 
Corpus

Translated 
Chinese 
Emotion 
Corpus

Translated 
English 
Emotion 
Corpus

Labeled 
English 
Emotion 
Corpus

Machine 
Translation 
(CN-EN)

Machine 
Translation 
(EN-CN)

Chinese View (CN1)

Translated Chinese 
View (CN2)

Translated English 
View (EN1)

English View (EN2)

Fig. 2. Framework of the machine translation in the training phase

1 http://fanyi.baidu.com/translate.
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concatenating the representations from the main encoder layer and auxiliary sharing
layers, we introduce an attention mechanism to produce an attention weight vector a
and a weighted hidden representation s. To obtain the auxiliary representations, we
adopt standard LSTM [19] layers as sharing layers between the networks from the main
and auxiliary tasks.

Formally, the middle representation of the main task is generated from both the
main encoder layer and auxiliary sharing layers, i.e.

hmain0 ¼ LSTMmainðTmainÞ ð1Þ

hmain1 ¼ LSTMaux1ðTmainÞ ð2Þ

hmain2 ¼ LSTMaux2ðTmainÞ ð3Þ

hmain3 ¼ LSTMaux3ðTmainÞ ð4Þ

where Tmain ¼ fw1
main. . .w

L
maing represents the input sequence from the Chinese emo-

tion corpus (CN1). hmain0 means the representation for the classification model via the
main encoder layer. While hmain1, hmain2 and hmain3 mean the representations for the
classification model via the auxiliary sharing layers.
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Fig. 3. The overall architecture of Aux-LSTM-Attention model
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With these main and auxiliary representations, we compute an attention weight
vector a ¼ ½a1main; a2main; . . .; aLmain� as follows:

mi
main ¼ tanhðWm � ½himain0 � himain1 � himain2 � himain3� þ bmÞ ð5Þ

aimain ¼ softmaxðmi
mainÞ ¼

expðmi
mainÞPL

t¼1 m
t
main

ð6Þ

where 1� i� L and L is the length of the input sequence. himain0, h
i
main1, h

i
main2 and

himain3 represent the i-th word in hmain0, hmain1, hmain2 and hmain3 respectively. � denotes
the concatenate operator. Wm is an intermediate matrix and bm is an offset value.

Then, we compute the final sample representation as a weighted sum of the word
annotations:

smain ¼
XL

i¼1

aimain�½himain0 � himain1 � himain2 � himain3� ð7Þ

To perform emotion classification, a softmax layer is followed to transform smain to
conditional probability distribution:

pðymainjTmainÞ ¼ softmaxðWmain � smain þ bmainÞ ð8Þ

where pðymainjTmainÞ is the output of the main task, Wmain is the weight vector to be
learned and bmain is the bias term.

3.3 The Auxiliary Emotion Classification Task

The representations of three auxiliary tasks are generated from corresponding auxiliary
sharing layers respectively, i.e.,

haux1 ¼ LSTMaux1ðTaux1Þ ð9Þ

haux2 ¼ LSTMaux2ðTaux2Þ ð10Þ

haux3 ¼ LSTMaux3ðTaux3Þ ð11Þ

where Taux1 ¼ fw1
aux1. . .w

L
aux1g, Taux2 ¼ fw1

aux2. . .w
L
aux2g, Taux3 ¼ fw1

aux3. . .w
L
aux3gmean

the input sequences from English-to-Chinese (CN2), Chinese-to-English (EN1) and
English (EN2) emotion corpora respectively. haux1, haux2 and haux3 are the outputs from
three auxiliary sharing layers respectively.

Then, a fully-connected layer followed by a dropout layer is leveraged to gain a
feature vector for classification, i.e.,

h�aux1 ¼ denseðhaux1Þ � Dðp�aux1Þ ð12Þ
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h�aux2 ¼ denseðhaux2Þ � Dðp�aux2Þ ð13Þ

h�aux3 ¼ denseðhaux3Þ � Dðp�aux3Þ ð14Þ

where denseð�Þ denotes the output of the fully-connected layer. D defines the dropout
operation and p� is the dropout probability.

Once obtaining the representations of these auxiliary tasks, we feed them into a
softmax layer respectively to perform emotion classification:

pðyaux1jTaux1Þ ¼ softmaxðWaux1 � h�aux1 þ baux1Þ ð15Þ

pðyaux2jTaux2Þ ¼ softmaxðWaux2 � h�aux2 þ baux2Þ ð16Þ

pðyaux3jTaux3Þ ¼ softmaxðWaux3 � h�aux3 þ baux3Þ ð17Þ

where pðyaux1jTaux1Þ, pðyaux2jTaux2Þ and pðyaux3jTaux3Þ are the outputs of the auxiliary
tasks respectively. Waux1, baux1, Waux2, baux2, Waux3 and baux3 are the parameters f or
softmax layers.

3.4 Joint Learning

The model can be trained in an end-to-end manner where the objective loss function is
a linear combination of the main task and auxiliary tasks:

JðhÞ ¼ � k1 �
XN

i¼1

XC

j¼1

y jmain � log pðy jmainjTi
mainÞ � k2 �

XN

i¼1

XC

j¼1

y jaux1 � log pðy jaux1jTi
aux1Þ

� k3 �
XN

i¼1

XC

j¼1

y jaux2 � log pðy jaux2jTi
aux2Þ � k4 �

XN

i¼1

XC

j¼1

y jaux3 � log pðy jaux3jTi
aux3Þ

þ l
2

hk k22

ð18Þ

where y jmain, y
j
aux1, y

j
aux2 and y jaux3 are the ground-truth labels from the main task and

auxiliary tasks. N is the total quantity of training samples. C is the category number. l is
a L2 regularization to bias parameters and h denotes all parameters. k1, k2, k3 and k4 are
the weight parameters to balance the importance of losses between the main task and
auxiliary tasks and k1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4 ¼ 1. We take Adadelta [20] as the optimizing
algorithm with a learning rate of 1.0. All the matrix and vector parameters are ini-
tialized with a uniform distribution in � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

6=ðrþ cÞp
;

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6=ðrþ cÞp� �

, where r and c are
the rows and columns of the matrices.

4 Experiment

In this section, we systematically evaluate the performance of our approach to emotion
classification.
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4.1 Experimental Settings

• Data Settings: In order to assess the performance of the proposed approach, we use
the Chinese emotion corpus constructed by Yao et al. [21]. This corpus consists of
14,000 instances, of which 7,407 instances express emotions. Seven basic emotions
are defined as candidate categories, namely anger, happiness, sadness, fear, like,
surprise and disgust. In addition, we use the dataset of SemEval 2018 Task1 as the
English emotion corpus. It contains a lot of tweets and corresponding emotion
categories, i.e., anger, joy, sadness and fear. Table 1 illustrates the distribution of
these two datasets. As to enlarge the corpora mentioned above, we can translate one
language into the other language. The Chinese data is much imbalanced and we
extract a balanced dataset for each emotion category in Chinese. Due to the fact that
the number of instances in fear category is too small, we decide to set the number of
instances in surprise category as the basis to avoid contingency. We use 80% of
instances as training data and the remaining 20% as test data. Furthermore, we set
aside 10% of the training data as development data to fine tune the parameters in
learning algorithm.

• Word Segmentation and Representations: FudanNLP2 is employed to segment
each Chinese post into words and we learn distributed representation of each word
with word2vec3 (The skip-gram model is used) on each dataset. The vector
dimension is set to be 100 and the window size is set to be 5.

• Hyper-parameters: The hyper-parameters in our approach are tuned according to
the performance in the development data. The size of units in LSTM layer is 128
and all models are trained by mini-batch of 32 instances. k1 is set to be 0.5, k2, k3
and k4 are the same as each other.

• Evaluation Metric: We use Macro-F1 (F) and Accuracy to measure the diver-
gences between predicted labels and ground-truth labels. Besides, t-test is used to
determine whether the performance difference is statistically significant.

Table 1. Emotion categories and distribution on two corpora

Emotion #Sentences in Chinese Corpus #Sentences in English Corpus

anger 669 1901
happiness 1460 1816
sadness 1173 1733
fear 148 2452
like 2203 –

surprise 362 –

disgust 1392 –

2 https://github.com/FudanNLP/fnlp/.
3 https://github.com/dav/word2vec/.
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4.2 Experimental Results

In this section, we report the experimental results of our joint learning approach to
emotion classification. For thorough comparison, we provide selected baseline
approaches. In addition, we also implement some state-of-the-art approaches in sen-
timent classification to emotion classification.

• LSTM (CN1): This method applies the standard LSTM model using only the
Chinese emotion corpus for emotion classification.

• CNN-Tensor (CN1) [22]: This is a state-of-the-art approach to sentiment classi-
fication, which appeals to tensor algebra and uses low-rank n-gram tensors to
directly exploit interactions between words already at the convolution stage. It
applies only the Chinese emotion corpus for emotion classification.

• Attention-LSTM (CN1) [23]: This is a state-of-the-art approach to aspect-level
sentiment classification, which leverages the attention mechanism to concentrate on
different parts of a sentence. Note that we ignore aspect embedding and use sen-
tence representations from LSTM to yield an attention weight vector directly. It
applies only the Chinese emotion corpus for emotion classification.

• LSTM (CN1 + EN1): This method combines the results of LSTM (CN1) and
LSTM (EN1) by averaging the probabilities. It applies both Chinese and Chinese-
to-English emotion corpora for emotion classification. This is an ensemble approach
by Wan [24] which is proposed to deal with cross-lingual sentiment classification.
Since the categories in the Chinese corpus and the English corpus are different, this
approach could not be directly applied to combine all corpora (i.e., CN1 + CN2 +
EN1 + EN2).

• LSTM (CN1 + CN2): This method simply merges Chinese and English-to-
Chinese emotion samples in corresponding categories and applies the standard
LSTM model for emotion classification.

• Aux-LSTM (CN1 + CN2): It applies the Aux-LSTM model with both Chinese and
English-to-Chinese emotion corpora for emotion classification. It simply concate-
nates the representations from the main and auxiliary task.

• Aux-LSTM (CN1 + EN1): It applies the Aux-LSTM model with both Chinese and
Chinese-to-English emotion corpora for emotion classification. It simply concate-
nates the representations from the main and auxiliary task.

• Aux-LSTM (CN1 + EN2): It applies the Aux-LSTM model with both Chinese and
English emotion corpora for emotion classification. It simply concatenates the
representations from the main and auxiliary task.

• Aux-LSTM (CN1 + CN2 + EN1 + EN2): It applies the Aux-LSTM model with
all Chinese, English-to-Chinese, Chinese-to-English and English emotion corpora
for emotion classification. It simply concatenates the representations from the main
and auxiliary tasks.

• Aux-LSTM-Attention (CN1 + CN2 + EN1 + EN2): It applies the Aux-LSTM
model with attention on all Chinese, English-to-Chinese, Chinese-to-English and
English emotion corpora for emotion classification.

Table 2 shows the results of different approaches to Chinese emotion classification.
From the table, we can see that all Aux-LSTM models consistently outperform the
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baseline approaches whichever corpus is employed, which verifies the effectiveness of
the proposed Aux-LSTM model. These results encourage to incorporate other-language
labeled data to improve the performance of emotion classification. However, with the
increase in number of additional corpora, it could not bring about remarkable results
any more. Hence, instead of simply concatenating the representations from the main
encoder layer and auxiliary sharing layers, we introduce an attention mechanism to
provide insight into which words contribute to the emotion classification decision.
Among all these approaches, our Aux-LSTM-Attention model performs best, which
suggests sharing additional corpora and utilizing attention mechanism to capture the
informative words. Significance test shows that the improvement of Aux-LSTM-
Attention model over the other approaches is significant (p-value < 0.05).

To better understand why our joint learning approach is so effective, we calculate the
standard precision (P), recall (R) and F-score (F) in each category. Table 3 demonstrates
these specific results. For clarity, we only report the results of LSTM (CN1) and Aux-
LSTM-Attention (CN1 + CN2 + EN1 + EN2). From Table 3, we can see that our joint
learning approach is obviously superior to LSTM (CN1) in almost every category,
especially in the like category and surprise category. The performance of our approach

Table 2. Performance comparison of different approaches to emotion classification

Macro-F1 Accuracy

LSTM (CN1) 0.39087 0.36255
CNN-Tensor (CN1) 0.41468 0.40125
Attention-LSTM (CN1) 0.44048 0.41573
LSTM (CN1 + EN1) 0.40278 0.37669
LSTM (CN1 + CN2) 0.42063 0.40619
Aux-LSTM (CN1 + CN2) 0.45238 0.43472
Aux-LSTM (CN1 + EN1) 0.45833 0.44773
Aux-LSTM (CN1 + EN2) 0.45040 0.43806
Aux-LSTM (CN1 + CN2 + EN1 + EN2) 0.46429 0.43795
Aux-LSTM-Attention (CN1 + CN2 + EN1 + EN2) 0.49802 0.49355

Table 3. Comparative results with standard precision (P), recall (R) and F-score (F) in each
category

LSTM (CN1) Aux-LSTM-Attention
(CN1 + CN2 + EN1 + EN2)

P R F P R F

anger 0.551 0.681 0.609 0.610 0.694 0.649
happiness 0.393 0. 611 0.478 0.603 0.528 0.563
sadness 0.337 0. 486 0.398 0.494 0.542 0.517
fear 0.409 0. 500 0.450 0.419 0.431 0.425
like 0.346 0. 125 0.184 0.524 0.458 0.489
surprise 0.233 0. 139 0.174 0.408 0.556 0.471
disgust 0.333 0. 194 0.246 0.444 0.278 0.342
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is consistent in each category while LSTM (CN1) fluctuates widely. It indicates that our
approach is more effective for predicting emotion in Chinese emotion text.

4.3 Case Study

In Fig. 4, we list two examples from the test set which have not been correctly inferred
by LSTM (CN1) model due to the limitation of Chinese emotion corpus. In E3, “骗子

(liar)” expresses a strong sentiment signal to the emotion anger but it does not exist in
the training set so that this sample could not be correctly classified by LSTM (CN1).
However, when we translate it into English, i.e., liar and it can be found in the
additional English emotion corpus, our Aux-LSTM model can work well. In E4, “炫耀

(show off)” is not contained in the training set either. But if the corresponding trans-
lation “show off” can be found in the additional English emotion corpus, then we can
leverage our Aux-LSTM model to predict the correct emotion (happiness) easily.

4.4 Visualization of Attention

Figure 5 shows the attention visualization for a post in the test set. The color depth
indicates the importance degree of corresponding word - the darker the shade, the more
important the word. Obviously, the attention mechanism obtains the important ele-
ments which carry strong sentiment signals from the whole post dynamically, such as
“terrible” and “exaggerated”.

E3: Ground-truth label: anger
Original: …
Translation: Just received a text message…This is definitely a liar!
LSTM (CN1) Aux-LSTM (CN1+CN2+EN1+EN2)

(surprise) (anger)

E4: Ground-truth label: happiness
Original: …
Translation: To show off! Started the cousin’s journey…even those who are afraid of 
insects should go to a book.
LSTM (CN1) Aux-LSTM (CN1+CN2+EN1+EN2)

(like) (happiness)

Fig. 4. Examples of emotion classification

E5: Ground-truth label: fear Predict label: fear

mobilerobbed

Just past the carp bay road , once again a woman

was

witnessed

of the phone . The bandits run very

! It s too exaggeratedfast too terrible !

Fig. 5. Attention visualization
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we address the corpus scarce challenge in emotion classification from a
cross-lingual view and propose a joint learning framework, namely Aux-LSTM-
Attention, to perform emotion classification when both resource-poor and resource-rich
corpora exist. Specially, we employ sharing layers to develop auxiliary representations
for the main task. Furthermore, an attention mechanism is utilized to capture the
informative words. Empirical studies show that our joint learning approach success-
fully improves the performance of emotion classification by using the labeled data from
a different language. Moreover, empirical studies demonstrate that our approach out-
performs several strong baseline approaches to emotion classification.

In our future work, we would like to explore tackling the corpus scarcity challenge
by using the labeled data from multiple languages. Furthermore, we will attempt to
apply our approach to other natural language processing tasks in which the annotated
corpus is limited.
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